The role of hypoxia-inducible factors in leukemias.
Hypoxia, understood as low partial oxygen pressure, has become one of the most explored fields in recent years. Cellular response to hypoxia is mediated by hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs) - potent transcription regulators, and their downstream pathways. In general, HIFs modify energy metabolism, inflammation and immune response, enhance cancer invasion, metastasis, resistance to treatment, and relapse. The influence of HIFs on the progression of leukemia is still under investigation in various studies, but in mice and some human models HIFs have been recognized as leukemia immortalizers by promoting leukemic stem cell quiescence and inhibiting their cell cycle. This makes leukemic stem cells resistant to most known treatment approaches. The role of HIFs in solid tumors and leukemia makes them almost ideal targets for an anticancer treatment. Although the first attempts with new molecules are encouraging, there is a need to investigate the ambiguous role of HIFs to develop a modern antileukemic treatment.